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Summary 

 

In this paper, the consideration of the projection pursuit for testing the presence of 

clusters is based on the model of the ellipsoidally symmetric unimodal densities 

mixture. It is shown that under this model the use of projections indices based on 

Renyi entropy or on third or forth moments results in obtaining an estimate of 

discriminant subspace. For estimating the Renyi indices values some forms of the 

order statistics are used. For detecting outliers the ratio of the standard variance 

estimate to a robust one is proposed  as projection index. Indices for discriminant 

analysis problem are introduced. 
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1. Introduction 

 

 The projection pursuit (PP) technique (Friedman, Tukey (1974), 

Buchshtaber, Maslov (1975, 1977), Huber (1985), Jones, Sibson (1987), Friedman 

(1987)) can be used to reveal any singularities of multivariate data and to find out a 

geometric structure of it, for instance the presence of clusters, outliers, 

concentration of points in the vicinity of nonlinear manifolds. The PP approach 

offers the visual analysis of “interesting” linear projections of the initial data for 

this goal. 

 More formally, let us have a sample ),...,( 1 n

n
XX=X  of  p-variate 

observations and let U be a linear orthogonal projection operator from p
R   into 

q
R (q<<p) and ),( n

Q XU be the sampling value of some projection index (PI). The 

PI is designed in such a way that its value is the larger the more expressed the 

explored structure in R is. We select the q-variate projection XZ ,
1

U=  with the 

help of the solution of the problem    
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1
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where  )(UΞ  is the set of orthogonal linear operators from p
R into q

R . 

 



Then we can do the visual analysis of q-variate points ii XZ
1

U= . 

 The problem (1) is usually rather difficult to solution if q>1. That’s why a 

step-wise approach is often used for obtaining an approximation of solution of (1). 

In this case we determine the sequence of the projection vectors qUU ,....,1 . At first 

the vector 1U  is determined by the solution of the problem 
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Each following  vector jU  is defined from (1’) but on additional condition that 

the influence of all the before obtained vectors is excluded in a suitable way. So 

the q-dimensional projection XZ
2

U′=   can be defined, where the columns of 

matrix 
2

U  are just these vectors. Certainly, generally speaking, the projectors 

2
U and  1U  result in the different projections. But the problem (1’) is more simple 

and it is possible to show that under some assumptions the use of the step-wise 

approach does not lead to loss of the information about the explored structure. 

Such a probability model for cluster structure we discuss in Sections 2. In Section 

3 we consider the PI family based on Renyi entropy (Renyi, (1970)). The main 

result obtained in Section 4 is that the subspace spanned on the projection vectors 

selected by the step-wise maximization of such PI is the discriminant subspace 

introduced by Rao (1965). In Section 5 we consider the problem of estimating the 

PI values. Forms based on the order statistics are proposed. Sections 6, 7 contain 

some results connected with the use of PI based on high degree moments, 

including asymptotical results when 0/,, >=∞→∞→ ηnpnp . In Section 8 some 

consequences of violation of the probability model assumptions are discussed. It is 

shown by example that PP procedure can select the projection with visual pattern 

like “dense kern with outliers” even if there are clearly discernable clusters and 

there are no actual outliers. Detecting the outliers is discussed in Section 9. In 

Section 10 we consider PP for discriminant analysis. 

 

2. Probability model for describing the cluster structure. 

 

 We consider that the underlying distribution of the sample )(n
X is a k-

component mixture with the density 
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where  

d(y) is a positive monotonously decreasing function of  y (y>0), that has 

finite moment of (p/2+1) – degree; 



c(d,p,W) is the normalizing constant; 

0>ia  is the weight of the i-th component; 

iM  is the means vector of the i-th component; 

W is the within-component scatter (covariance) matrix. 

So the density of  i-th component  is the unimodal ellipsoidally symmetric 

function. For instance, if )2/exp()( yyd −=  it is the normal distribution density. The 

mixture (2) may be considered as  some model of the cluster structure. The density 

(2) has k modes (if the mixture components are enough scattered). And the points 

surrounding some mode may be regarded as the members of the same cluster. 

 Now let z be an one-dimensional projection z=U’X . The density of z is k-

components unimodal  symmetric densities mixture 
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The variance of the z is .'2
UUs S=  

 Now define the discriminant subspace (Rao (1965)). It is good known that 

the covariance matrix S of the X may be presented as the sum the within –

components scatter matrix W and between- components scatter matrix B, i. e. 

S=B+W, where � �=−−= iiiii MaMMMMMa ,,)')((B   is means vector of the X. 

In according to it the variance )(2
Us  of one-dimensional projection is 

),()()( 222
UwUbUs +=  where .')(2

UUUb B=  Regard ratio 

 

 )(/)()( 222
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 The value )(2
Ut is a measure of dissimilarity of the mixture components for 

the projection with vector U. Maximizing the )(2
Ut  leads to the solution of the 

generalized eigenvectors problem 

 
.0)( =− VtWB  

 

There are q’ eigenvectors qVV ,...,1 , with corresponding positive eigenvalues 

)).(),1,min((,,..., 2

1 iiq Vttkpqtt =−<  

The discriminant subspace is defined as subspace 

 
).,...,( '1 qVVspan=Ω  



The another definition of the Ω  is ).,...,( kj MMspan
1

W
−=Ω The number q’ depends 

on the geometric configuration of the mean vectors kMM ,....,1 . 

 The Ω  contains the complete information about the differences  among the 

mixture (2) components. The PP gives the way to get the Ω  without any 

information about the matrix W unlike discriminant analysis problem where we 

can estimate W and B. Further without loss generality we will consider the case 

where M=0 (centered data). 

  

3. PI suitable for testing the presence of clusters. 

 

 We consider the one -parametric family of the PI (Yenyukov, (1986b), 

Jones, Sibson (1987)) based on Renyi entropy 
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Here the “theoretical” quantity of PI  is designated by ),( XUQβ  in contrast to the 

sampling quantity ).,( )(n
UQ Xβ  

 We give without the proof the inequalities connecting the ),( XUQβ  with the 

ratio )(2
Ut (3) 
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where )(),( zeEeg e

ββ =  does not depend on the U. When 0)(2 =Ut  then 

),(),( ββ egXUQ = , it is the minimal value of  this PI. If the Mahalanobis distances 

between all the mixture component pairs increase then the low bound is reached 

asymptotically. And so one  may expect that if there are projections with the large 

values of the 2
t  then the maximizing procedure of the βQ selects these. Certainly, 

the last reasoning is heuristic rather than exact. However, it is possible to get some 

exact results. We formulate it as Lemma 1. 

Lemma 1. Let the model (2) be true. Assume that the vectors qUU ,...1 , are found by 

the step-wise (sequentional) maximization of the ),( XUQβ , and so that the vector 

iU  is S-orthogonal to the subspace 11 ,..., −iUspanU . Then every vector iU  belongs to 

the discriminant subspace Ω  and what is more ),...,( '1 qUUspan=Ω . 

 Proof. The PI  ),( XUQβ is some function G of the kmmws ,...,,, 1 ,i.e. 

),...,,,(),( 1 kmmwsGXUQ =β . Differentiating the G with respect to U and equating the 

result to zero gives 
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 Multiplying this equality by the W (from the left) gives after little algebra the 

equations for the vector 1U  
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where � +== − .'')(;' swim GGUhMGV
i
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 The vector V is the linear combination of the vectors iM
1

W
− from the Ω  and 

therefore, itself belongs to the Ω . Now show that the maximizing vector 1U  

belongs to the Ω . 

 Assume that it is not true, i.e. −+ += UcUcU 211 ,where AUU ∈Ω∈ −+ ,  ( the 

subspace A is S-orthogonal to the subspace Ω ) and 02 ≠c .Then the substitution of 

the 1U  into the(6) yields 
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The right sight of this equality is a vector from Ω . Further, the value h(U)=0 only 

if 0)(2 =Ut , i.e. if AU ∈  (it can be checked  by direct calculating the derivatives 

sG and wG ). 

 Therefore, the last equality can be true either if AU ≡1  (and then 0,0 1== cV  

and 1U  is not maximizing vector) or if 0=−
U . Thus the maximizing vector 1U  

belongs to Ω . By analogy it is proved that the vectors '2 ,..., qUU  belong to the Ω  

(under the condition S-orthogonality). Since rank ')( q=Ω  and these vectors are S-

orthogonal the ),...,( '1 qUUspan=Ω  and ones are the basis of Ω . But, generally 

saying, this basis is other than canonical basis. 

 The following example shows that the PI (4) are not, generally saying, 

monotonic functions of the variances  ratio 2
t  and it explains some behavior details 

of the step-wise optimization of PI (4). 

Example 1. Take two one-dimensional mixtures with the densities  
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where );,( 2

1 zmn δ is normal density with parameters m and .
3

1
,2 =aδ  

 We use PI (4) with 1=β ,i.e. �= dzzfsQ )(2

1 . The values of the 22 , ii st  and 

�= dxxfE ii )(2  i=(1,2) are given below 
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When the values 2

1δ  and 2

2δ  are large enough the values 
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 It is possible to find after some algebra that the equality   121 35/27 δδδ <<   

entails inequalities 2

2

2

1 tt <  but 21 qq > . 

 One from the consequences of the example is as follows. If some densities 

mixture (2) admits projections of both types - ()1f  and ()2f , then a procedure  of 

selecting the projections from maximizing PI (4) will be at first select  the bimodal 

projections. The effect have been noted as experimental fact in Sibson, Jones 

(1987) (see to Freedman, Tukey (1974)). 

 

4. Estimating of the PI values. 

 

 In practice it is necessary to be able to estimate the PI values for any 

onedimensional projection. Hear we consider the estimate based on the high –order 

gaps. This approach have been used for estimated usual entropy functional in 

Vasicek (1976), Cressie (1978). We use it to estimating the (4). 

 Let nzz ,...,1  be projections of the initial observations by a vector U , i.e. 

XUzi '=  and let )()1( ,..., nzz  be the corresponding order statistics. Then we can 

design the following estimate of )(zfE f

β  (we denote it by ),( UE β ) 
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where  r is integer value )0),(0,2/( >=< dnnnr
d ; 

).,max()(),1,min()( rinrirnri −=−+=+ +−  

It is possible to prove that this estimate is consistent and asymptotically normal. 

Finally, the estimate of the PI (4) is 

 

).,(ˆ),( (n)
UEsUQ ββ =X  

 

The estimate ),( UE β depends of the value of r. But we have found experimentally 

that the influence of r is not so great. In practice we use the values  

)5.15.0(2/1 <<= ccnr . 

 As the estimates of 2
ŝ  we use the routine estimate and the weighted robust 

estimate with weights ),...,1( nivi = defined in section 10. 

 

6. Discriminant subspace estimate based on high degree moments. 

 

 The third and forth moments were proposed as PI by Huber (1985), Jones, 

Sibson (1987). We also used them (Yenyukov, Neuschtadt (1978)). Here we 



discuss the simple way to obtain with the help of these moments some families of 

vectors from Ω . We consider here only the case of the third moment. But these 

results can be applied to the moments of order higher than the third one, and to the 

characteristic function (about the forth moment see Yenyukov, Neuschtadt (1978)). 

At first we note that if a vector ),...( 1 kMMspanU =∈M then the vectors U
1

W
−  and 

U
1

S
−  belong to the Ω . So it is enough to obtain the estimate of vector from … and 

then multiply it by an estimate of the matrix S. 

 The further results are based on the following expressions for the third 

central moment of the projection of mixture (2) by some vector V 
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and it’s estimate 
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Evidently 
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where constant c=c(n) and Ez is the average of random value z.  

Lemma 2. Let V be a p-dimensional vector, H is any positively defined matrix with 

sizes pp ∗ . 

Consider the vectors 
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Then 
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Thus the means of the vectors of (9) and (10) belong to the M.  



 Proof. Let us take the derivatives from both parts of expression (7’) with the 

respect to V and then use averaging E for them. Since differentiation is a linear 

operation we can change the order of operations of averaging and differentiation  

for the left part of expression (7’) that entails equality (11). Equality (12) may be 

proved if we additionally consider that the vector ),( HOVN p  and use proper 

average. 

 

7. The case when the means of components are placed on the same direct line 

(q’=1). 

 

 This case is interesting in several applications. On the other hand, we can 

obtain some results about the proposed estimates when the dimension p is great. In 

this case we can write DbM ii =  )0(� =iiba and the vectors U(H) and D are 

collinear. Suppose that the mixture (2) components densities are normal and matrix 

pIW = . Let the φ  be the angle between )(ˆ HU and D  and )cos(φγ = . 

Lemma 3.Let 0/,, >=∞→∞→ nppn η . Then 
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),/1()( 2
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where DDL /= ; 

r is n or p; )(4 Lµ is the forth moment of the XLz '= . 

 Remark: The case when pIW = may be reduced by the linear transformation 

of the variables to the one considered above. The scalar product of D and U 

becomes UD
1

W
−' . 

 If  k=2 the main term of γE  transforms in 
2/1

)))/(/( BnpAAE +=γ  

where 4223 )21)(1()1(619,)21)(1( τττ aaaaaBaaaA −−+−+=−−=  

 τ  is Machalanobis distance between the mixture components. Values γ  for 

several sets ),( τa  give in the table below (the ratio 1.0=η ) 

 

         a            τ          γE  

       0.2 

       0.2 

       0.05 

          2.5 

            2 

            4 

       0.67 

       0.45 

       0.83 

 

 

8. Some consequences of violating the probability model assumptions. 

 



 Let us discuss some consequences of violating the condition of equality of 

the  within-covariance matrices W of mixture (2) components. Consider the simple 

example of the density of two-variate vector X  
 )10(),;,()1();,()( 2212 <<−+= aXMnaXManXp

21
WW  

where ),,( XMnq W  is the normal density of q-variate vector with means vector M 

and covariance  matrix W; 
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)1(),1(2/)/11(2 >−−= ψψ aam  

It is easy to check  that the X have the means vector M’=(0,0) and covariance  

matrix 
2

IS = . For the first coordinate axis the induced density is  

);/)1(,0()1();)1(1,0()( 221 zcaanazcaaanzf −−+−−= ; 

and for the second 
 ).;/1/,()1();/1/,()( 222 zmnazmanzf ψψ −+−=  

 Let us calculate the values of PI (4) under 1=β . Note that )(1 zf does not 

depend onψ  and )(2 zf does not depend on the value of c. Therefore: 

-for any value of c there exists such )(00 �ψψ = that if 0ψψ >  the projection of 

the second coordinate axis gives maximum to ),( 21 XUQ , i.e. optimal 

projection vector )1,0('2 =U ; 

-for any value of ψ  there exists such )(00 ψcc =  that if 0cc > the projection of 

the first coordinate axis gives maximum to )( 11 XUQ , i.e. optimal projection 

vector )0,1('1 =U . 

Therefore, the value of PI (4) will increase also due to the increase (or decrease) of 

the variances ratio )(/)( 2

2

2

1 UwUw . 

 The projection with the vector 2U  gives visual pattern of two clearly 

discernable clusters if m is large enough. At the same time if )(0 mcc > the projection 

of 1U  will be selected by condition of the PI maximum. But this projection gives 

visual pattern rather like a dense kern with outliers. 

8. Choosing the projection for detecting outliers. 

 As the PI suitable for choosing the projections vectors for detecting outliers 

we propose the ratio 

 )(/)(),( 22)(
UsUsUQ r

n =X ,       (13) 

where )(2
Us is the usual estimate of the variance of the projection with the vector 

U, and )(2
Usr  is robust estimate of it. 

 It is known that the usual estimate of the 2
s is rather sensitive to outliers and 

if they are present its value increases as a rule. So, the projection where the value 

of the PI (13) is maximal may be reasonably considered as the one where the 



influence of outliers is the most expressed. An approximate maximization of the PI 

(13) can be achieved by the solution of the generalized eigenvectors problem 

 

 0)( =− Uh rSS ,        (14) 

  

where S is the routine estimate of covariance  matrix and rS  is some robust 

estimate of it. 

For visual analysis it is necessary to use the projection with maximal eigenvalues. 

 The index (14) may be improved if we take into account the difference 

between the location parameter estimates (usual and robust). For example, we can 

use index 
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where M is the usual estimate of the vector and rM  is some robust estimate of it. 

  Approximated solution may be again defined as solution of the generalized 

eigenvalues  (vectors) problem 
0))')((( =−−−+ UhMMMM rrr SS  

The estimates rr MS ,  that we use have been proposed by Meshalkin (1970) and 

they are solution of the following set of equations system 
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It is possible to use an iterative procedure for seeking the solution of equations 

(15). 

 The factor λ+1  affords the unbiasedness of the estimate rS  when the 

underlying distribution of the X is in fact normal (Meshalkin (1970)). Therefore, in 

such case the eigenvalues are close to 1. The values λ  that we use are 

c/(p+1),1<c<4. 

 This approach gives the weights �= iii wwv /  for every observation iX . 

These weights can be used for several purposes: automatical removal of the 

observations with the low weights (suspected as outliers), marking such ones on 

visual display, obtaining robust scale estimates for calculation of PI values 

(Section 4). 

 

9. Projection pursuit for discriminant analysis DA. 



 

 Assume that the p-variate sample X is divided into the k subsets kXX
1
,...,  

with the sizes � == nnkin ii ),,...,1( . 

 The classical DA is based on the assumption that the mixture model (2) is 

true and the vectors from the group iX  are vectors corresponding to the  i-th 

component of the mixture. 

 On these assumptions if k=2, the PI for selecting of the most interesting one 

–dimensional projection is Fisher ratio 
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where iX  is means vector of the iX . 

 Robust variants of the PI may be obtained if in (16) we replace the values 

)(, 2
UWX i  by some robust analogs (Huber (1985)). 

 If k>2   we can use the canonical vectors iV  (see Section 2) as the vectors of 

interesting projections. 

 When the assumptions of classical model of  DA  are violated even in robust  

it is necessary to use PI that based on more complete information about 

distributions of vectors in iX . 

 If k=2 such a PI is for example 

 �= dzzfzfwwUQ
n )(€)(€),(),( 2121

)( γX  

where 2

iw - is variances estimate of one- dimensional projection of i-th component 

and )(€ zf i  is induced density estimates. 

Now, the most interesting projection may be obtained as the solution of 

minimization problem 
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